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The badman in the popular imagination
In June 2010, alleged drug lord Christopher Coke was extradited from Jamaica to the United States following an operation by police and military forces that resulted in the deaths of at least 76 local people in the Tivoli Gardens inner-city area of Western Kingston. Coke's public image became a subject of intrigue circulating locally and globally. While a reporter for the Jamaica Gleaner presents Coke's arrest as a significant achievement on the part of the authorities ('Coke's capture welcome, but ...' 2010), other newspaper reporters comment on how local people protested in support of Coke ('Jamaica security forces storm "drugs lord" stronghold' 2010; 'Toll from Jamaica violence climbs to 73' 2010) and emphasise his role as a 'community benefactor' ('This is not Somalia, we hope' 2009). Media coverage of the event indicates how the story of the elusive criminal leader had captured the popular imagination; an AOL News reporter observes that Coke became 'a larger-than-life figure in Jamaica' ('Is Jamaica's most wanted man like Robin Hood?' 2010). In this respect, Coke's story resembles that of a criminal from the 1940s, Ivanhoe Martin, nicknamed Rhygin. According to Thelwell (1992:182) , Rhygin was a 'petty criminal and escaped convict' who was the subject of newspaper headlines over the course of a month and, as a result, 'became the first media created "superstar" in [ Jamaican] cultural history'. Like Coke, Rhygin acquired legendary status in the minds of Jamaican people.
The echo of Rhygin's story in Coke's attests to the continuing significance of the badman image as a fiction circulating within Jamaican popular culture. In a study of contemporary criminal power structures in Kingston, Jaffe (forthcoming:1) draws attention to the 'aesthetic Reinventing the Badman in Jamaican Fiction and Film 163 fashioning' of criminal leaders (known as 'dons') in twenty-first-century Jamaica. Giving Christopher Coke as an example, she examines the way in which popular culture has consolidated the power of criminal dons, elevating them as 'icons, underworld heroes, who at times achieve superstar status'. Examining a film released in 1972 directed by Perry Henzell and a novel by Garfield Ellis published in 2005 but set in the 1970s, this chapter considers the very different ways in which these two texts have mobilised the narrative of the badman. It situates Henzell's and Ellis's contrasting representations of the badman in the context of shifting relations between crime and politics in the decades following Jamaica's independence. Henzell's depiction of the badman as a revolutionary anti-hero is compared to Ellis's more critical portrayal of this figure as a divisive presence in a country torn apart by intercommunal violence.
The badman as anti-hero: Perry Henzell's The Harder They Come
Perry Henzell's classic film The Harder They Come (1972) was set and produced in Jamaica, and featured the Jamaican reggae star Jimmy Cliff alongside 'working class folk [...] without formal dramatic training' (Thelwell 1992:184) . It is also about Jamaica; the protagonist, based on Ivanhoe 'Rhygin' Martin, arrives in Kingston from the country to make something of himself and, frustrated by the lack of opportunity available to young black men in a city that seemed to promise so much, achieves the stardom for which he longs by turning to crime and adopting the role of a wanted man. The film's release date coincided with the election of Michael Manley's PNP government, a hopeful moment in Jamaica's post-independence history in that Manley 'sought to end Jamaica's dependency on foreign companies and replace capitalism with democratic socialism' (Hope 2006: 2). As noted by Sives (2010:53), Jamaica's internal political dynamics in the decade preceding Manley's election were affected by two external movements: first 'the rise of Black Power and the radicalisation of the politics of race'; and second 'the hemispheric response to the consolidation of a Marxist regime in Cuba following the 1959 revolution'. The influence of these movements helped to build up an atmosphere of radical protest that came to a head with the 1968 Rodney Riots.
Produced in the wake of these developments, The Harder They Come has been hailed by some critics and reviewers as revolutionary in that it gives a voice to Kingston's economically underprivileged, socially marginalised and majority black inner-city communities. According
